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1.0

Introduction

1.1

Background

Among a number of treated water discharge options, Queensland Gas Company (QGC) is considering
discharge to Wieambilla Creek in the vicinity of the Kenya gas-field. RPS has conducted a number of studies
along Wieambilla Creek to assess its current aquatic ecological values, to collect ambient water quality data,
and to consider aquatic and riparian constraints with respect to proposed pipeline routes and potential
discharge points. These assessments have already been provided to QGC to assist in the development of
an environmentally appropriate water discharge strategy and to contribute to the background information
required as QGC progresses along the regulatory approvals pathway.
An important aquatic ecological element that had not been considered in detail was the potential significant
impacts of water discharge, if any, to locally relevant Matters of National Environmental Significance (MNES)
as specified by the federal Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act
1999). QGC engaged RPS to augment the already completed assessments along Wieambilla Creek toward
a statement regarding potential significant impacts to MNES. This document reports on an RPS
supplementary investigation along Wieambilla Creek which focussed on MNES.

1.2

Scope

RPS conducted a data review and field inspection along Wieambilla Creek with the following scope:
a. Define the ‘study area’ as the section of Wieambilla Creek, including the riparian zones, potentially
affected by treated QGC water discharge. This creek section was determined through QGC
modelling of proposed treated water discharge volumes (previously completed studies) and extends
from the proposed discharge point downstream approximately 10km to the crossing at the KoganCondamine Road.
b. Confirm whether any Matters of National Environmental Significance (MNES) are relevant for
Wieambilla Creek with respect to the QGC water discharge proposal and, particularly, the modelled
length of potentially impacted stream (i.e. approximately 10km downstream of the discharge point).
As a minimum, Murray Cod was expected to be confirmed as a relevant MNES.
c. Draw together QGC modelling/flows information for Wieambilla Creek (to be provided by QGC) with
background/review information about any relevant MNES (e.g. habitat requirements, distributions,
etc).
d. Conduct an inspection of the full length of the potentially impacted section of Wieambilla Creek, on
foot, to assess the likelihood of significant MNES effects.
e. Provide a summary comment (this report) about MNES in Wieambilla Creek and the likelihood, if
any, of “significant” impacts with respect to the proposed QGC treated water discharge.
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2.0 Matters of National Environmental Significance
The review of potential MNES under the EPBC Act 1999 relevant to the project involved three stages:

Identification of potential matters of national environmental significance;

A desktop review of background information on MNES; and

Field investigations.

2.1

Identification of Potential Matters of National Environmental Significance

The following databases and relevant legislation were considered for the identification of potential MNES
within 25km of Wieambilla Creek:

Department of Environment and Resource Management (DERM) Wildlife Online records (DERM
2010a);

DERM Regional Ecosystem (RE) (Version 6) mapping (DERM 2010b); and

EPBC Act 1999 Protected Matters Database (DEWHA 2010);
The potential MNES are shown in Table 2.1. A comment as to their respective relevance to the study area
for this project, and with respect to the proposed QGC water discharge, is also provided in Table 2.1.

TABLE 2.1

POTENTIAL MATTERS OF NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SIGNIFICANCE

Matter of National Environmental
Significance

Relevance to project

World Heritage Properties

NOT RELEVANT
There are no World Heritage Properties within the study area
or adjacent areas.

National Heritage Places

NOT RELEVANT
There are no National Heritage Places within the study area
or adjacent areas.

Wetlands of International Importance
(Ramsar wetlands)

RELEVANT
One listed RAMSAR wetland, Narran Lake Nature Reserve,
is identified within the same catchment as the study area.
This RAMSAR wetland is located in the north-west of New
South Wales (NSW), approximately 75km north-west of
Walgett. The study area section of Wieambilla Creek is
approximately 550km upstream from Narran Lakes and there
are a number of major water storages, dams and weirs
between Wieambilla Creek and Narran Lakes.

Threatened Ecological Communities

RELEVANT
There are three threatened ecological communities known to,
or likely to, occur within or adjacent to the study area. The
proposed QGC water discharge project has the potential to
impact two of these communities – Brigalow communities,
and Weeping Myall Woodlands.
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Matter of National Environmental
Significance

Relevance to project

Listed Threatened Species

RELEVANT
There are 24 threatened species, or species habitats, that are
likely or may occur within or adjacent to the study area. Of
these species, only the Murray Cod (Maccullochella peelii
peelii, listed as vulnerable) is an aquatic species that is
potentially impacted by the proposed QGC water discharge
project.

Migratory Species

RELEVANT
There are nine listed migratory species, or species habitats,
that may or are likely to occur within or adjacent to the study
area. Of these, five migratory wetland bird species may be
potentially impacted by the proposed QGC water discharge
project.

Commonwealth Marine Areas

NOT RELEVANT
The project is approximately 270km from the nearest known
coastal/marine area. No Commonwealth marine areas have
been identified in the study area or adjacent areas.

Commonwealth Lands and Heritage Places

NOT RELEVANT
There are no places on the National Heritage List in or
adjacent to the study area. Therefore, the proposed QGC
water discharge project will not impact on Commonwealth
Lands or any place on the National Heritage List.

Places on the Register of the National
Estate (RNE)

NOT RELEVANT
There are no places listed on the Register of the National
Estate located within or immediately adjacent to the study
area. The nearest places on the Register of the National
Estate to the project are over 20km from the project area, and
will not be impacted by the proposed QGC water discharge
project.

State and Territory Reserves

NOT RELEVANT
There are no State and Territory Reserves within or adjacent
to the study area. Condamine State Forest is approximately
7km west of Wieambilla Creek. The proposed QGC water
discharge project is not expected to impact these values.

Nuclear Action

NOT RELEVANT
The project does not involve any nuclear actions.

In summary, only four MNES have the potential to be impacted by the project, these are:

Narran Lake Nature Reserve;

Threatened Ecological Communities – Brigalow and Weeping Myall;

the Murray Cod (Maccullochella peelii peelii); and

Migratory wetland birds.
These matters are reviewed and discussed in Section 2.2.
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2.2

Background Review

2.2.1

Narran Lake Nature Reserve

Narran Lakes is more than 500km downstream of the QGC gas-fields and the section of Wieambila Creek
proposed for treated water discharge. Along this significant length of river in the Condamine-Balonne system
there are also multiple impoundments and waterway barriers, most of which are managed for irrigation
purposes.
QGC modelling to date indicates that, even at maximum proposed discharge volumes, water released into
Wieambilla Creek is extremely unlikely to extend distances downstream that would see the Narran Lakes
area implicated. Indeed, current Wieambilla Creek discharge modelling suggests that the discharged water
will not even reach the Condamine River, approximately 15km downstream from the proposed discharge
point in Wieambilla Creek.
Though Narran Lakes is an MNES that appears at first sweep of potential issues at a catchment scale, it is
not considered relevant to the proposed Wieambilla Creek discharge at a local scale. Narran Lakes is not
considered further in this report.

2.2.2

Threatened Ecological Communities

Review of the EPBC Protected matters database and DERM’s RE mapping indicates that the proposed QGC
water discharge project has the potential to impact the two following Commonwealth listed Endangered
Ecological Communities:
 Brigalow (Acacia harpophylla dominant and co-dominant); and
 Weeping Myall Woodlands.
The presence of these communities was a focus for RPS field investigation of the potentially affected section
of Wieambilla Creek. The following background information was used to assist in addressing this issue.
2.2.2.1

Brigalow Ecological Community

The listed Brigalow ecological community is characterised by the presence of Brigalow as one of the three
most abundant tree species. In Queensland, the Endangered Brigalow ecological community has been
defined by reference to 16 REs. One of these REs, RE11.4.3 Acacia harpophylla and/or Casuarina cristata
shrubby open forest on Cainozoic clay plains, is mapped along sections of Wieambilla Creek (Figure 2.1).
To be included in the listed Brigalow ecological community, areas of appropriate RE must:
 Not have been comprehensively cleared (excluding thinning) within the last 15 years;
 have less than 50% cover of exotic perennial plants (assessed in a minimum area of 0.5ha); and
 be at least 0.5 ha in size.
2.2.2.2

Weeping Myall Woodland Ecological Community

The listed Weeping Myall woodland ecological community is characterised by Weeping Myall (Acacia
pendula) trees being the sole or dominant overstorey species. Although Weeping Myall trees are often the
only trees in these woodlands, other trees can occur in the overstorey of the ecological community. In
Queensland, the Weeping Myall Woodlands ecological community is typically restricted to small patches
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which occur within two REs. One of these REs, RE11.3.2 Eucalyptus populnea (Poplar Box) woodland on
alluvial plains, is mapped along sections of Wieambilla Creek (Figure 2.1).
To be included in the listed Weeping Myall Woodland ecological community, the community must:
 Be at least 0.5ha in size;
 The overstorey must have at least 5% tree canopy cover or at least 25 dead or defoliated mature weeping
myall trees per hectare;
 The tree canopy must be dominated (at least 50% of trees present) by living, dead or defoliated weeping
myall trees; and
 The patch has more than two layers of regenerating weeping myall present; or
 The tallest layer of living, dead or defoliated weeping myall trees is at least 4m tall and of the vegetative
cover present (shrub and ground layers), 50% is comprised of native species; and
 Areas of leaf litter and cryptogams (e.g. lichens and mosses) or soil crusts may be evident and acceptable
as part of the ground layer of this community.
These criteria should be assessed with a minimum plot size of 0.04 ha (i.e. 20m x 20m).
It is important to note that remnants that are 5 ha or less in area, or less than 75m wide, are not shown on
DERM’s RE maps. Therefore, small, un-mapped Brigalow or Weeping Myall communities may also meet the
above listing criteria.
The accuracy of DERM’s RE mapping, with respect to Brigalow or Weeping Myall communities, and the
presence of any un-mapped Brigalow or Weeping Myall communities which meet listing criteria, was among
those issues addressed during field investigations.

2.2.3

Murray Cod

The presence of Murray Cod in Wieambilla Creek, or of suitable habitat for the Murray Cod, was one of the
foci for RPS field investigation of the potentially affected section of Wieambilla Creek. The following
background information was used to assist in addressing this issue.
2.2.3.1

Distribution

The Murray Cod is found extensively throughout the Murray-Darling Basin in south-eastern Australia.
Historically, the species occurred throughout the Basin, with the exception of some of the upper reaches of
some tributaries (Kearney & Kildea 2001). The species now has a patchy distribution and abundance across
its historic range (Lintermans 2007) and is listed as Vulnerable under the EPBC Act.
Within the Condamine River Catchment, southern Queensland, Murray Cod fingerlings are regularly stocked
by Queensland Fisheries and local conservation groups into dams, weirs and rivers. These include Connolly
Dam (Rosenthal Creek), Cooby Dam (Oakey Creek), Leslie Dam (Sandy Creek), Chinchilla Weir
(Condamine River), Dalby Weir (Condamine River) and Miles Weir (Condamine River) (Kearney & Kildea
2001).
The Murray Cod has not been recorded within 25km of Wieambilla Creek (DERM 2010a).
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2.2.3.2

Habitat and Environmental Conditions

Murray Cod can live in a wide range of habitats; from clear, rocky streams to slow-flowing turbid rivers and
billabongs (Kearney & Kildea 2001). The Murray Cod is generally associated with deep holes in rivers (up to
5m deep) and it prefers aquatic habitats with in-stream cover such as rocks, stumps, fallen trees or undercut
banks (Lintermans 2007).
In a study of Murray Cod movement patterns in the Ovens River, Koehn (1996) found that:
 Murray Cod prefer submerged woody debris as a habitat, with 80% of fish being located within 1m of
a snag, and 97% having some type of wood debris within 12x12m surrounding grid;
 They prefer larger wood debris piles, with 74% of preferred habitats containing more than 50% wood
cover;
 They use objects such as wood debris and submerged bank vegetation as shelter from fast-flowing
water, and display a tendency to move closer to the river bank to avoid high velocities during high
flows;
 They inhabit anabranches and smaller channels as soon as they contain flows, but do not typically
move out onto the floodplain; and
 They do not show a preference for the deepest part of the river.
The Murray Cod is considered a main channel specialist as it is frequently found in the main river channel
and larger tributaries. It is found in floodplain channels when they contain water; although this usage appears
limited. Juveniles are most commonly found in the main river channel until about 1 year of age, after which
they branch out (National Murray Cod Recovery Team 2009).
Murray Cod are territorial with their ‘territory’ usually consisting of a specific hole, snag or area of a river or
lake (Kearney & Kildea 2001). A ‘sit and wait’ predator, the Murray Cod’s diet consists predominantly of fish,
crayfish and frogs (Lintermans 2007). Less common prey of the Cod include ducks, cormorants, grebes,
tortoises, water dragons, snakes, mice and mussels (Kearney & Kildea 2001).
2.2.3.3

Reproduction

Murray Cod make an upstream migration to spawn (Lintermans 2007). This movement can be up to 120km
and generally occurs in late winter/early spring when river levels are high. After spawning, the fish move
downstream again, returning to the same area they occupied before the migration, usually to the same snag
(Lintermans 2007).
The species matures at 4-5 years of age and 500-600 mm total length and spawns in spring and early
summer when water temperatures exceed 15oC. Eggs are adhesive and are usually deposited onto a hard
surface suck as rocks, logs or clay banks. The male guards the eggs during incubation and they hatch after
5-13 days (Lintermans 2007) at temperatures of 20-22oC (Kearney & Kildea 2001). Larvae drift downstream
for 5-7 days, particularly by night in spring and summer (late-October to mid-January) (Lintermans 2007).
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2.2.3.4

Threats

Threats to the Murray Cod include: overfishing, particularly during the breeding season when fish are
aggressive and easily caught; habitat destruction through sedimentation; river regulation (altered flows and
thermal pollution); and removal of structural woody habitat (snags) (Lintermans 2007). Pollution from
agriculture has also been suggested as a cause of the Murray Cod’s decline (Kearney & Kildea 2001).
Stocking programs have masked natural recruitment failures and may also reduce genetic diversity.

2.2.4

Migratory wetland birds

The Great Egret (Ardea alba), Cattle Egret (Ardea ibis), Latham’s Snipe (Gallinago hardwickii), Australian
Cotton Pygmy-Goose (Nettapus coromandelianus albipennis) and Painted Snipe (Rostratula benghalensis s.
lat.) are the five migratory wetland birds identified as potentially occurring, or habitat potentially occurring, in
the Wieambilla Creek region. The presence of these species or their habitat was a focus for RPS field
investigation of the potentially affected section of Wieambilla Creek. The following background information
was used to assist in addressing this issue.
2.2.4.1

Great Egret

The Great Egret is common and very widespread in any suitable permanent or temporary habitat. It prefers
wetlands, flooded pastures, dams, estuarine mudflats, mangroves and reefs. It nests in trees standing in
water, building its nest in upper forks, often in topmost foliage.
The Great Egret has not been recorded within 25km of Wieambilla Creek (DERM 2010a).
2.2.4.2

Cattle Egret

The Cattle Egret inhabits moisture pastures with tall grass, shallow open wetlands and margins and
mudflats. The species is usually found with livestock. The Cattle Egret breeds in colonies in clumps of trees
or shrubs, often with other waterbirds. Most nests are 3-15m high in trees over water.
The Cattle Egret has been recorded within 25km of Wieambilla Creek (DERM 2010a).
2.2.4.3

Latham’s Snipe

Latham’s Snipe is a regular summer migrant to northeast and southeast Australia. The species is locally
common in optimum habitats, and usually breeds in Japan. Latham’s Snipe inhabits low vegetation around
wetlands in shallows, sedges, reeds, heaths, salt marsh and irrigated crops.
Latham’s Snipe has not been recorded within 25km of Wieambilla Creek (DERM 2010a).
2.2.4.4

Australian Cotton Pygmy-Goose

The Cotton Pygmy-Goose is found on the east coast of Queensland, occasionally into New South Wales and
Victoria. It is almost exclusively aquatic, usually out on deeper water, occasionally perching on logs. The
species usually inhabits coastal wetlands, preferring deep permanent pools and swamps with abundant
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aquatic grasses. The Cotton Pygmy-Goose moves out to floodplain swamps and pools as these fill after
rain. The species usually nests in a high hollow in the trunk of a dead tree standing in or near water.
The Australian Cotton Pygmy-Goose has not been recorded within 25km of Wieambilla (DERM 2010a).
2.2.4.5

Painted Snipe

The Painted Snipe is an uncommon breeding resident of inland south-east Australia. It prefers the
surrounds and shallows of wetlands that are well vegetated with dense low cover. It is rarely seen, keeping
close to dense vegetation, only emerging in the subdued light of dawn and dusk. The Painted Snipe nests
close to water on an islet or dense low samphire bushes in shallow water. Grasses, bushes or other
concealing plants may be pulled over as a sparse hood.
The Painted Snipe has not been recorded within 25km of Wieambilla Creek (DERM 2010a).
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2.3

Field Investigations

2.3.1

Method

Wieambilla Creek, between the proposed discharge point and the Kogan-Condamine Road crossing was
investigated on foot by two RPS Ecologists on 18 August 2010. The creek and riparian zone were surveyed
for:
 The presence of threatened Brigalow or Weeping Myall Ecological Communities;
 The presence of potential Murray Cod habitat, specifically deep (>2m) pools of water with in-stream cover
such as rocks, stumps, fallen trees or undercut banks;
 The presence of the Great Egret, Cattle Egret, Latham’s Snipe, Painted Snipe or Australian Cotton
Pygmy-Goose, or the presence of suitable habitat for these migratory species (e.g. shallows with grasses
and reeds, dense vegetation surrounding the water, deep permanent pools with aquatic grasses, and/or
overhanging woody vegetation); and
 Any other potential MNES.
Background information reviewed and summarised in Section 2.2 was critical to assist in the field
investigations. This is especially because the survey was a single event exercise and does not, therefore,
include observation during different seasons or different periods of the typical Wieambilla Creek hydrograph.

2.3.2

Results

2.3.2.1

Threatened Ecological Communities

The section of Wieambilla Creek surveyed supports a riparian corridor of largely mature, grassy eucalypt
woodland with scattered overhanging vegetation at the waterline. Dominant overstorey species, up to 20m
tall, included River Red Gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis), Poplar Box (Eucalyptus populnea), White Cypress
Pine (Callitris glaucophylla) and Rough Barked Apple (Angophora floribunda), with the occasional Smooth
Barked Apple (Angophora leiocarpa) at the southern end of the study area (upstream), and Moreton Bay Ash
(Corymbia tessellaris) and Coolibah (Eucalyptus coolabah) at the northern end of the study area
(downstream). The understorey was dominated by Wilga (Geijera parviflora), Acacia spp., and juvenile
overstorey species with the occasional Melaleuca sp.
Despite RE mapping indicating remnant Brigalow communities along the ‘study area’ section of Wieambilla
Creek, field investigations found just two patches of Brigalow (Figure 2.2). These patches were both on the
western side of the creek above sheer rocky banks that rose up to approximately 5m above the main riverine
channel (see Figure 2.2, Plate 2.1). Both patches were <0.5 ha in area, with predominantly juvenile
individuals and few mature trees. Mature trees were 20-40m from the top of the bank. In these elevated
parts of the bank/riparian zone, affects of the proposed QGC treated water discharge for this MNES would
not be relevant. There would be no ‘significant’ impact with respect to the Brigalow MNES as a result of the
proposed QGC water discharge to Wieambilla Creek for the modelled 10km affected section.
No Weeping Myall individuals were recorded anywhere along the ‘study area’ section of Wieambilla Creek.
There would be no ‘significant’ impact with respect to the Weeping Myall MNES as a result of the proposed
QGC water discharge to Wieambilla Creek for the modelled 10km affected section.
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PLATE 2.1

SHEER ROCKY BANKS UP TO 5M ABOVE CHANNEL NEAR WHERE BRIGALOW COMMUNITIES WERE
RECORDED (PHOTO TAKEN LOOKING DOWNSTREAM)

Brigalow patch 20m to west
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2.3.2.2

Murray Cod

Wieambilla Creek is an ephemeral creek with a ‘flashy’ hydrological regime. Permanent, deep water is not
present along the ‘study area’ section of Wieambilla Creek. The upstream reaches of the ‘study area’ were
dry at the time of the field survey with the exception of a few very small, shallow and temporary rain-fed
pools that were likely to be the result of recent local rainfall in the catchment (i.e. 32.2 ml over the 10th & 11th
August 2010, BOM 2010). The very few, shallow pools (<1m deep) in the upstream reaches had sandy or
rocky bottoms and some scattered woody debris (see Figure 2.2, Plate 2.2). In these higher gradient
sections of Wieambilla Creek, standing water is temporary and larger woody debris is washed downstream
by floods until deposited at shallower, restricted reaches of the creek (see Plate 2.3).
Though some shallow pools were observed in the upstream reaches of the study area section of Wieambilla
Creek (i.e. in the first 7km downstream of the proposed discharge point), Murray Cod or their preferred
habitat was not observed and is very unlikely to occur. Indeed, the likelihood of any significant fishery with
longevity in this part of Wieambilla Creek is very low given the creek’s typically flashy ephemeral hydrograph.
Murray Cod is very unlikely to inhabit the upstream parts of Wieambilla Creek including most of the section
downstream of the proposed discharge point potentially affected by the QGC modelled water discharge.
Murray Cod, or its habitat, is therefore unlikely to be ‘significantly’ affected by the water discharge proposal.
The downstream reaches of the ‘study area’, more than approximately 7km downstream of the proposed
discharge point, contained two semi-permanent pools up to 2m deep with occasional shallow riffle areas.
These pools exhibited in-stream and overhanging woody debris, as well as, areas of dense bank vegetation
dominated by reeds and grasses (see Plate 2.4). Known Murray Cod habitat preferences (refer Section 2.2)
indicate that, despite deeper pools occurring in this part of Wieambilla Creek, it is again unlikely that the
species is a frequent inhabitant. With uninhibited fish passage opportunity between this area and the
Condamine River downstream, the likelihood of fisheries activity in this section of Wieambilla Creek is fair,
and there may be occasions where post-flood event fish migrants persist in the longer lived and slightly
deeper pools. At or about the Kogan-Condamine Road crossing, however, Wieambilla Creek shallows and
splits into a large number of narrow vegetated or debris-obstructed channels (see Plate 2.5) before
reforming into a larger channel upstream of the creek’s confluence with the Condamine River and
downstream of the modelled influence of the proposed QGC water discharge. It is likely that this shallow and
obstructed section of Wieambilla Creek acts as a natural fish barrier, at all times except those of highest flow,
and that despite some deeper permanent pools occurring in the downstream section of the study area
Murray Cod would not occur.
RPS observation during the field survey, combined with known Murray Cod habitat preferences and
behaviour (refer Section 2.2), indicate that Wieambilla Creek is unsuitable for the species as a permanent
habitat. Records to date do not show Murray Cod occurrence for this ephemeral Condamine River tributary,
nor do they indicate frequent occurrence in any similar regional streams. There would be no ‘significant’
impact with respect to the Murray Cod MNES as a result of the proposed QGC water discharge to
Wieambilla Creek for the modelled 10km affected section.
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PLATE 2.2

SOUTHERN SECTION OF SURVEY AREA OF WIEAMBILLA CREEK WAS A) MOSTLY DRY B) WITH

FEW SCATTERED SHALLOW POOLS AND C) WOODY DEBRIS

a)

b)

c)
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PLATE 2.3

LARGE WOODY DEBRIS WASHED DOWNSTREAM DURING FLOODS DEPOSITED IN SHALLOW
REACHES OF SOUTHERN SECTION OF SURVEY AREA OF WIEAMBILLA CREEK
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PLATE 2.4

NORTHERN SECTION OF SURVEY AREA OF WIEAMBILLA CREEK HAD SEMI-PERMANENT POOLS

UP TO 2M DEEP WITH IN-STREAM AND OVERHANGING WOODY DEBRIS AND AREAS OF DENSE BANK VEGETATION
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PLATE 2.5

NORTHERN-MOST PORTION OF SURVEY AREA WHERE WIEAMBILLA CREEK BREAKS INTO
NUMEROUS SMALL, SHALLOW CHANNELS WITH SIGNIFICANT TREE, REED, GRASS AND WOODY DEBRIS COVER
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2.3.2.3

Migratory wetland birds

The Great Egret, Cattle Egret, Latham’s Snipe, Painted Snipe or Australian Cotton Pygmy-Goose were not
recorded during the field survey. Based on our knowledge of these species’ preferred habitat (refer Section
2.2), and on previous ornithological experience of the RPS ecologists, habitat for these species was also
very limited or non-existent along the ‘study area’ section of Wieambilla Creek. Some areas of transient
habitat utility were likely for egret species only in the downstream section of the study area (in association
with the semi-permanent deeper pools). It is not likely that any of these migratory bird species utilise
Wieambilla Creek as a regular feeding, breeding or roosting site. Infrequent use by some or all of these
species may occur as part of broader landscape scale movement patterns but no evidence for this was
observed during the RPS field investigation.
There would be no ‘significant’ impact with respect to the migratory bird MNES as a result of the proposed
QGC water discharge to Wieambilla Creek for the modelled 10km affected section.
2.3.2.4

Other Potential MNES

No other potential MNES were observed during the field survey.

2.4

Conclusions

Four MNES were considered during the Wieambilla Creek field survey with respect to their potential to be
‘significantly’ affected by the proposed QGC discharge of treated water. The MNES were:
 Narran Lake Nature Reserve;
 Threatened Ecological Communities – Brigalow and Weeping Myall;
 the Murray Cod (Maccullochella peelii peelii); and
 Migratory wetland birds.
In each case, background review of the issue or species (refer Section 2.2) was combined with field
observation and expert knowledge to determine whether the MNES was present, or likely to be present, in
the study area and if present, whether the proposed QGC discharge of treated water is likely to result in a
‘significant’ impact to the MNES. If an MNES is relevant, the determination of a ‘significant’ impact is critical
and was made by RPS during this investigation in line with the Matters of National Environmental
Significance: Significant Impact Guidelines 1.1 (DEWHA 2009) hereafter referred to as ‘the Guidelines’.
The following conclusions are drawn from this investigation:
a) Narran Lakes is distant from Wieambilla Creek (>500km) and separated from the proposed QGC
water discharge location by a riverine system with complex hydrology and water management
arrangements. QGC water discharge models indicate that only approximately 10km of Wieambilla
Creek will be affected downstream from the discharge point and that discharged water will not reach
the Condamine River. There would be no ‘significant’ impact with respect to the Narran Lakes
MNES as a result of the proposed QGC water discharge to Wieambilla Creek.
b) No threatened ecological communities listed under the EPBC Act 1999 exist in the riparian zone
along Wieambilla Creek between the proposed discharge point and the downstream extent modelled
discharge flows (approximately at the Kogan-Condamine Road crossing). While two patches of
Brigalow vegetation exist, they do not meet the minimum size criteria to be protected under the
EPBC Act 1999 and they occur on elevated sections of the Wieambilla Creek left bank well above
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any potential influence from discharge flows. There would be no ‘significant’ impact with respect
to the Brigalow or Weeping Myall MNES as a result of the proposed QGC water discharge to
Wieambilla Creek for the modelled 10km affected section.
c) Murray Cod were not observed during the field survey and their known preferred habitat (refer
Section 2.2 and Section 2.3.2.2) was extremely limited or non-existent in the 10km of Wieambilla
Creek that will potentially be affected downstream from the proposed QGC discharge point. Fish
passage was naturally limited at the downstream end of the study area as a result of channel
morphology. Though the transient or intermittent occurrence of Murray Cod in Wieambilla Creek
cannot be completely ruled out, the study area section of the creek would not be habitat critical to
survival of the species, nor would it host an important population of a species. These are two
determinants in assessing ‘significant’ impact for any listed vulnerable species according to ‘the
Guidelines’ (refer Appendix A). Therefore, there would be no ‘significant’ impact with respect to
the Murray Cod MNES as a result of the proposed QGC water discharge to Wieambilla Creek for
the modelled 10km affected section.
d) Great Egret, Latham’s Snipe, Painted Snipe or Australian Cotton Pygmy-Goose have not been
recorded within 25km of Wieambilla Creek. Together with the very limited extent of likely habitat for
these species in the study area section of Wieambilla Creek, there would not be an ecologically
significant proportion of the population of migratory species in the area, another determinant in
assessing ‘significant’ impact for any listed migratory species according to ‘the Guidelines ‘ (refer
Appendix B). Similarly, while the Cattle Egret has been recorded within 25km of Wieambilla Creek,
only transient individuals would be expected based on field habitat observations so there would not
be an ecologically significant proportion of the population of this migratory species resident in the
study area either. Therefore, there would be no ‘significant’ impact with respect to the migratory
bird MNES as a result of the proposed QGC water discharge to Wieambilla Creek for the modelled
10km affected section.
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APPENDIX A
SPECIES

MATTERS OF NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SIGNIFICANCE IMPACT GUIDELINES – VULNERABLE
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 hat is habitat critical to the survival of a species or
W
ecological community?
‘Habitat critical to the survival of a species or ecological community’ refers to areas that are
necessary:
•

for activities such as foraging, breeding, roosting, or dispersal

•

for the long-term maintenance of the species or ecological community (including the
maintenance of species essential to the survival of the species or ecological community,
such as pollinators)

•

to maintain genetic diversity and long term evolutionary development, or

•

for the reintroduction of populations or recovery of the species or ecological community.

Such habitat may be, but is not limited to: habitat identified in a recovery plan for the species
or ecological community as habitat critical for that species or ecological community; and/
or habitat listed on the Register of Critical Habitat maintained by the minister under the
EPBC Act.

Vulnerable species
Significant impact criteria
An action is likely to have a significant impact on a vulnerable species if there is a real chance or
possibility that it will:
• lead to a long-term decrease in the size of an important population of a species
• reduce the area of occupancy of an important population
• fragment an existing important population into two or more populations
• adversely affect habitat critical to the survival of a species
• disrupt the breeding cycle of an important population
• modify, destroy, remove or isolate or decrease the availability or quality of habitat to the extent that
the species is likely to decline
• result in invasive species that are harmful to a vulnerable species becoming established in the
vulnerable species’ habitat
• introduce disease that may cause the species to decline, or
• interfere substantially with the recovery of the species.

What is an important population of a species?
An ‘important population’ is a population that is necessary for a species’ long-term survival
and recovery. This may include populations identified as such in recovery plans, and/or
that are:
•

key source populations either for breeding or dispersal

•

populations that are necessary for maintaining genetic diversity, and/or

•

populations that are near the limit of the species range.
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APPENDIX B
SPECIES

MATTERS OF NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SIGNIFICANCE IMPACT GUIDELINES – MIGRATORY
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Listed migratory species
An action will require approval if the action has, will have, or is likely to have a significant impact on a
listed migratory species. Note that some migratory species are also listed as threatened species. The
criteria below are relevant to migratory species that are not threatened.

Significant impact criteria
An action is likely to have a significant impact on a migratory species if there is a real chance or
possibility that it will:
• substantially modify (including by fragmenting, altering fire regimes, altering nutrient cycles or
altering hydrological cycles), destroy or isolate an area of important habitat for a migratory species
• result in an invasive species that is harmful to the migratory species becoming established in an
area of important habitat for the migratory species, or
• seriously disrupt the lifecycle (breeding, feeding, migration or resting behaviour) of an ecologically
significant proportion of the population of a migratory species.

What is important habitat for a migratory species?
An area of ‘important habitat’ for a migratory species is:
a. habitat utilised by a migratory species occasionally or periodically within a region that
supports an ecologically significant proportion of the population of the species, and/or
b. habitat that is of critical importance to the species at particular life-cycle stages, and/or
c. habitat utilised by a migratory species which is at the limit of the species range, and/or
d. habitat within an area where the species is declining.

What is an ecologically significant proportion?
Listed migratory species cover a broad range of species with different life cycles and
population sizes. Therefore, what is an ‘ecologically significant proportion’ of the population
varies with the species (each circumstance will need to be evaluated). Some factors that
should be considered include the species’ population status, genetic distinctiveness and
species specific behavioural patterns (for example, site fidelity and dispersal rates).

What is the population of a migratory species?
‘Population’, in relation to migratory species, means the entire population or any geographically
separate part of the population of any species or lower taxon of wild animals, a significant
proportion of whose members cyclically and predictably cross one or more national
jurisdictional boundaries including Australia.

Further information on Listed Migratory Species
General information on listed migratory species is available on the department’s web site:
www.environment.gov.au/epbc/protect/migratory.html
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